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Consider the two operations on number-theoretic predicates which allow us to

(1) pass from a predicate F(xx,..., xn) to a predicate Q{ylt..., ym) recursive in

P{xu ..., x„), and (2) pass from a predicate P{y, xu ..., xn) to the predicate

{Ey)P{y, xu ..., xn). If we start with recursive predicates and apply these operations

any finite number of times, we obtain the arithmetical hierarchy. If we now extend

application of these operations into the transfinite (letting the predicates that we

are defining determine, in any one of several equivalent ways, "how many times"

these operations can be iterated) we obtain the hyperarithmetic hierarchy.

From this point of view the hyperarithmetic predicates are just those which can

be defined "constructively" from recursive predicates, except for use of the

existential number quantifier. This is made precise in Kleene's XLVIII of RFI(2),

which asserts that a number-theoretic predicate is hyperarithmetic if and only if it

is recursive in the type-2 object 2E that embodies number quantification,

2E(c<) = 0   if {Et)[a{t) - 0],

= 1    otherwise.

Kleene extends this approach in RFII to higher types, by calling a predicate

P{a1,..., an, xu ..., xm) of number and function variables hyperanalytic, if it is

recursive in the type-3 object 3E which embodies function quantification,

3E(F) = 0   if(F«)[F(a) = 0],

= 1    otherwise.

He then defines a hierarchy H%{a) {a e O2) of hyperanalytic predicates, very similar

to the hierarchy 77a(;v) {a e O) of hyperarithmetic predicates, and asks if every

hyperanalytic predicate is recursive in some H2{a). Clarke studies this hierarchy in

some detail in [1] and conjectures that it does not exhaust the hyperanalytic

predicates.

In §1 we prove Clarke's conjecture. What seems to go wrong in the definition of

O2 and H2{a), is that only countable ordinals (which are order-types of hyper-

analytic well-orderings) are used, and in an effective manner. Since 3E is powerful
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enough to allow us to refer to the totality of countable ordinals, we are able to

diagonalize through O2 and define a hyperanalytic predicate, recursive in no Hl(a).

In this paper we define and study a hierarchy which exhausts the class of hyper-

analytic predicates. Our definition is a generalized induction (like those of O in [4]

and {z}(c)~w in RFI) whose classical interpretation as a transfinite induction

employs uncountable ordinals. (Since there are only countably many hyper-

analytic predicates, our definition yields a hierarchy indexed by countable ordinals,

in fact, exactly those which are order-types of hyperanalytic well-orderings; but

this is "after the fact," and is just noneffective enough to prohibit diagonalization.)

A number-theoretic predicate is hyperarithmetic if and only if both it and its

negation are U\, i.e., expressible in the form (a)A(a, xx,..., xn), with A arithmetical.

The correct analog of II J in type 3 seems to be recursively enumerable in 3E, i.e.,

expressible in the form "f(ax,.. .,an, xx,..., xm) is defined," with f partial

recursive in 3E. In §§4, 5 we prove some elementary properties of predicates r.e. in

3E, including the analog of the statement above, several "choice axioms" and the

fact that this class of predicates is closed under number quantification. These

results are inspired by Gandy's [2], where similar theorems are used to study the

theory of hyperarithmetic predicates relativized to an arbitrary type-2 object.

In §6 we give a slight improvement of Kleene's representation theorems for the

predicate {z}(c)~w (for type-3), and we prove that the class of predicates r.e. in 3E

is not closed under existential function quantification. This leads us in §7 to a

study of a hierarchy that extends the hyperanalytic predicates and is similar in

many respects to the hierarchy of AJ predicates.

We use the notation and terminology of Kleene's RFI and RFII, with very few

exceptions. However the only results about recursive functionals that are essential

are those in §§1-4 of RFI. We quote here a version of Kleene's XXII in RFI, which

we shall find very useful.

Kleene's Substitution Lemma. There are primitive recursive functions yx(z, w)

and y2(z, w) such that for a list of variables c of types ^3:

(1) {yx(e,a)}(c) = {e}(c,Xt{a}(c,t)), when Xt{a}(c, t) is completely defined and

{e}(c, Xt{a}(c, t)) is defined.

(2) {y2(e, a)}(c) = {e}(c, Xa{a}(c,a)), when Xa{a}(c, a) is completely defined and

{e}(c, Aa{a}(c, a)) is defined.

We thank the referee for discovering a host of minor errors (the remaining host

is our own responsibility) as well as a more serious error in the proof of Theorem 6.

This paper was presented to the Association of Symbolic Logic at the April 4,

1966 meeting in New York. The abstract from that talk (to appear in the Journal of

Symbolic Logic) gives a concise summary of the most interesting results in the

paper and can serve as a more technical introduction than our preceding remarks.

1. A hyperanalytic function not recursive in any Hl(a). The set O2 and the

predicates H2(a) (a g O2) axe defined in §11 of RFII.
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Lemma 1 (Implicit in RFII). There is a primitive recursive function g{a), such

that ifae O2, then Aa{g(o)}(3E, a) is completely defined and

Hl{«) S {g(0)}(3E, a) = 0.

For an arbitrary function i, set

Dt = {x:£«l,*» = 0},

xi(y = t{<.x,y}) = 0{°).

We say that i is a well-ordering, i e WO, if the following three conditions are

satisfied :

(1) 5^ is a well-ordering on Dt with minimum 1.

(2) For each x e D(, 2X is the successor of x in D(.

(3) For each x e Dt, x is a limit point of ^4 if and only if x = 3f*\ {x)1 #0.

It is clear that the predicate i s WO is analytic, hence recursive in 3E.

Lemma 2. Let

P{0 a, x) = i e WO & x e D( & [a is a similarity mapping from the

initial segment of á? up to and including x onto some initial

segment of the partial ordering <§].

Then P{£, a, x) is hyperanalytic, i.e. recursive in 3E.

Proof. We shall define the characteristic function f(i, a, x) of P{0 a, x) using

the Recursion Theorem XIV of RFI. Thus, we shall define a partial recursive

function h(/ 3E, i, a, x), then seek a number/such that

h(/ 3E, i, a, x) ~ {/}(3E, i, a, x)

and set

f(Í, a, X) ~ {/}(3E, Í, a, X).

To simplify notation, here and in similar cases in the future, we avoid the symbols

"h(/ 3E, i, a, x)" and "{/}(3E, i, a, x)" and simply use "f(i, a, x)" as synonymous

with these, even before we complete the definition of h(/ 3E, i, a, x) and the appli-

cation of the recursion theorem.

(3) We follow the notation of IM, RFI and RFII, with only one addition: for a partial

function f(c), f(c) | =f(C) is defined.

The primitive recursive functions (a)(, lh(a) and a*b are defined in §45 of IM. Other notations

that we often use are :

Seq (h>) = wï0 & (i),<mw)[(w)t*0].

<x0.xmy=p%o,.. .,/>>; <a0,..., an> = Af<a0(t),..., a„(t)>. (If m=-l, then <    > = 1; if

/i=-l,then<   > = Ar 1.)

[Xo, ..., xm] = <.x0+\,.. .,xm+l>.
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After f(f, a, x) has been defined as a partial function, we shall prove that it is

completely defined and that it is the characteristic function of F(f, a, x).

The definition of f(f, a, x) from its index/is by cases, using XVIII of RFI. As

in several later constructions, the partial recursive predicates which determine the

cases are quite complicated; we believe that producing explicit formulas for them

would only conceal our motivation. Instead, we give intuitive instructions for the

computations to be performed, from which the explicit formulas can be derived by

routine applications of the results in §§1-4 of RFI.

Since the cases split into subcases and these further into sub-subcases etc., we

use a numbering which follows this "tree structure." Thus, if there are three sub-

cases of case 121 we call them 1211, 1212 and 1213. After the number of a case we

identify in brackets the case hypothesis.

In some instances we ask that the value of a certain partial predicate or function

be computed, and then the main computation splits into subcases according to the

value obtained (if any). We label these branching points in the computation

"questions" and prefix their numbers with a " ?," e.g. ?122 below, to be read

"question 122." Sometimes, when this reflects our motivation, we phrase the

instructions at these branching points as questions to the oracle 3E. Thus ?1 below

"ask 3E if f g WO&.vG D" means "go to 12 if f g WO & xe D(, go to 11 if

not (f g WO & x g Z>{)," where the predicate f g WO & x g D( is recursive in 3E.

Instructions for the computation of f (f, a, x) :

?1.   Ask3Eif f g WO & xeDt.

11 [No to ?1]. Give output 1.

12 [Yes to ?1]. Goto 121, 122 or 123 according as x= 1, [x=2<x)° & (x)0#0]

or x = 3(x)i ((x)x^0). If none of these cases applies, give output 1.

121    [x=l]. Ifot(l)=l, give output 0. If «(1)^1, give output 1.

?122    [x = 2y, where y = (x)o^0]. Compute f(f, a, y).

1221 [f(f, ^^^Oin ?122]. lfa(x) = 2a(y), give output 0, otherwise give output 1.

1222 [f(f, a, y)~ 1 in 7122]. Give output 1.
7123    [x = 3w, where w = (x)x^0]. Ask 3E if a(x) = 3.5ia(x^J«'Wh

& (t)[t<iX^f(C,a,t)~0]  & (Et)[t<(X  & a(t) = (a(x))3].

1231    [No to 7123]. Give output 1.

71232   [Yes to 7123; let y = (a(x))2, u = (a(x))3]. Ask 3E if

[y defines yn general recursively from Aa{g(w)} (3E, a) as a function of n0] & y0 = u

& (n)(Es)(Et)[s <; t & t <( x & els) = yn & a(t) = >>n + 1].

12321 [No to 71232]. Give output 1.

12322 [Yes to 71232]. Give output 0.

We must now verify that each of the questions above is legitimate, i.e., that we

are indeed asking for the computation of a predicate or function which is partial

recursive in 3E.

In 71 this is obvious, and in 7122 we ask for a computation which can be per-

formed from the index/of f(f, a, x).
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In ?123 we have a tacit application of the Subsitution Lemma. The predicate

ß(i, a, x, ß) = a{x) = 3-5(a(*»2.7<aW)3

AWWO-0]
&{Et)[t<tX&a{t) = {a{x))3]

is clearly recursive in 3E. We wish to evaluate ß(i, a, x, ß) for

ß{t) ~ 0   if 7<¡x,

~ 0   if / <( x & f(i, a, jc) ~ 0,

~ 1     if t <{ X & f(Í, a, x) ~ 1.

By the Substitution Lemma, there is a partial recursive ß'(3E, i a, x) which agrees

with ß(i, a, x, ß) for this ß, if /? is completely defined. It is this ß'(3E, i, a, x) that

we are instructed to evaluate in ?123. (Notice that as before we are suppressing the

dependence of ß'(3E, i, a, x) on/)

A similar tacit application of the Substitution Lemma occurs in 71232, where

the substitution is for a type-2 object. The clause [y defines yn general recursively

from F as a function of n0] is recursive in 3E, as a predicate of y and a type-2 object

F. Since the other clauses are clearly recursive in 3E, we interpret 71232 as in-

structions to evaluate a certain recursive 7?(3E, i, a, x, F), for F = Aa{g(w)}(3E, a).

The Substitution Lemma gives us a partial recursive 7?'(3E, i, a, x) which agrees

with 7?(3E, i, a, x, F) for F = Aa{g(w)}(3E, a), if Aa{g(w)}(3E, a) is completely defined,

and it is this 7?'(3E, i, a, x) that we evaluate.

In the more complicated computation instructions of §4 we shall let the reader

supply these tacit references to the Substitution Lemma. We hope that the detailed

analyses of these two cases above are sufficiently clear to make the process routine.

If i e WO & x e Df is false, then f(i, a, x) ~ 1 by case 11.

If i e WO & x e Dt let \x\( be the order type of the initial segment [1, x]¡¡ of ^{

up to and including x. We prove that f(i, a, x) is defined and agrees with the

characteristic function of F(i, a, x) by transfinite induction on |x|{.

If x=l, f(i, a, x) is defined and has the correct value by case 121.

If x — 2v {y = {x)o)> we rnay assume by the induction hypothesis that for each

t £f y, f(i, a, r) is defined and has the correct value. In particular 7122 is answered

and the computation shifts to either 1221 or 1222, whence the correct value is

obtained.

If x = 3w (»v = (x)1), we may assume the induction hypothesis for each t <tx.

Thus 7123 with the interpretation given it above is answered, since ß is completely

defined. If a{x) is not of the proper form, or if a does not map each [1, t]t {t<x)

onto some initial segment of <2, we give the correct output 1 by 1231. If these

conditions are satisfied, we further ask 71232. Since by induction hypothesis

u=a{t)e O2, Ace{g(«)}(3E, a) is completely defined and hence 71232 is answered

correctly in the way it was interpreted, whence we are led to either 12321 or 12322

and the correct output.
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Theorem 1. There exists a hyperanalytic function f(x) which is not recursive in any

H2(a) (a g O2).

Proof. Since

aeO2 = (Ff)(F«)(Fx)[F(f, a, x) & a(x) = a],

the set O2 is hyperanalytic. Then the predicate

(2(a) = a(O)G02  &  H2(0)(Xta(t+l))

m a(O) G O2   & {g(a(0))}(3E, Xta(t+ 1)) = 0

is hyperanalytic. Now each H2(a) is recursive in Q(a), hence Q(a) cannot be

recursive in any H2(a); because then //f«(<x) would be recursive in H2(a), which is

impossible.

Put

f(e, F, i) ~ 0 if {e}(F, t) is not defined,

~ M(F, 0+1    if W(F, i) is defined,

and let

f(f) = f(/, Aaq(a), i),

where q(a) is the characteristic function of (9(a). It is easy to verify that f(r) is

hyperanalytic but not recursive in Q(a), hence not recursive in any H2(a).

2. Functions recursive in a type-3 object. Let t2 and t3 be given objects of types

2 and 3 respectively. For each number-theoretic function t we shall define a set of

numbers AX?-3, t2, t) = N(t), and for each ze N(t) a number-theoretic function

ff"8-'(/)=n(o.
The definition will be by induction and will be given simultaneously for all t.

Thus it is most properly viewed as an inductive definition of a predicate Xztz g N(t)

and a partial functional Xzrtf\(t), defined when z g N(t).

For typographical reasons we often write f(r, z; t) or f(z; t) for f\(t).

Definition 1. (1) For each q, (l,q} e N(t) and flXfQlt)=q. (Introduction of

constants.)

(2) <2, 0> g N(t) and fz<2,0>(t) = r(t). (Introduction of r.)

(3) If weN(r), then <3, w> g N(t) and f}a,wlt) = T2(Xuftw(u)). (Introduction

ofr2.)

(4) For w g N(t) and e any number, put e(r, w, t) ~{e}a(t), where a = Xufl,(u).

If w g A^t) and if for each r, e(r, w, t) j and e(r, w, t) e N(t) (3), then <4, w, e} e

N(t) and f<4,M,c>(0=f1<t,«;,()(t). (Diagonalization.)

(5) Suppose that for each a and each t, {e}a'x(t) j ; we say that e defines a r-

recursive functional M(a, T) = Ai{e}a,T(0-

If e defines a T-recursive functional {e}(a, t) and if for each a, w e A'({e}(a, t)),

then <5, w, e} g N(t) and f<5fU,,e>(0 = T3(Aaf({e}(a, t), w; t)). (Introduction ofr3.)
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(6) Suppose that for each t, {e}\t) \ , put a = Xt{eY{t). If weN{a), then <6, w, e} e

N{t) and rV„,.>(r)=fS(<)- {Transfer.)

(7) Recursion clause: z e N{t) and f¿{t) = u only by (l)-(6).

The main result of this section is that the class of functions Xtf^{t) (z e N{t))

coincides with the class of functions recursive in t3, t2, t.

Classically one interprets inductions of this type as definitions by transfinite

induction over an initial segment of the ordinals. Clause (5) raises the possibility

that in this case the induction extends into the third number class; in any case, we

only use ordinals which are limits of fundamental sequences of cardinality not

exceeding that of the continuum. We assign to each z, t such that z e N{t) the

ordinal |z|l3-,2,I = |z|x at which we verify that z e N{t). The definition is by induction

following the inductive definition of z e N{t).

Definition 2. (1) |<1,9>|T=0.

(2) |<2,0>|' = 0.
(3) |<3,iv>|'=|H,+ l.
(4) |<4, w, e}\z = supremumt{\w\l+ 1, \e{r, w, i)|*+ 1}.

(5) j<5, w, e}\z = supremuma{\w\leKa-,)+\}.

(6) |<6, w, É>>|T=|Ha+l> wnere « = Ar{e},(0.

Whenever possible we prefer to give proofs or definitions by induction on

z £ N{t) rather than by transfinite induction on \z\x. One can, of course, interpret all

such arguments as classical transfinite inductions.

Theorem 2. There is a primitive recursive function p(z), such that if z e N{t),

then

(¡Ht) ~ {P(z)}(r3, t2, T, /).

Thus each f\{t) is recursive in t3, t2, t.

Proof. We first define p(z) as a partial recursive function from a Godel number

p using the recursion theorem, and then observe that it is totally defined and indeed

primitive recursive. The proof that p(z) has the desired property will be by induction

on z 6 N{t). We treat the most interesting cases right in the definition.

Case {I). z = <l,?> for some q. Put p(z) = <2, < 1, 1, 1, 1>,?>.

Case (2). z = <2, 0>. Put p(z) = <7, <1, 1, 1, 1».

Case (3). z = <3, w> for some w. Choose a primitive recursive g^e) such that for

each t, u, t, {gi(e)}(r3, t2, t, u, i)~{e}{r3, t2, t, u) and put

p(z) = <8,<l, 1,1, l>,2,gl(p(.v))>.

If the induction hypothesis is satisfied, we know that for each u,

{p{w)}{r\ r2, r, u) ~ f¿(").

Thus

{p(z)}(r3, r2, r, t) ~ r2(AM{gl(p(»v))}(r3, r2, r, U, t))

S  r2(A«{p(w)}(T3, r2, T, «)) ~  r2{Xufi{u)) St U{t).
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Case (4). z = <4, w, e} for some w, e. The functional

<f>(r3, t2, t, a,p,e,t)~ {p({eHt))}(T3, t2, t, t)

is evidently partial recursive. Using the Substitution Lemma, choose a primitive

recursive g2(/?, w, e) such that

{g2(p, W, e)}(r3, t2, T, 1) = <p(r3, r2, t, a, p, e, t),

when a = Xu{p(w)}(r3, t2, t, u) is completely defined and </>(t3, t2, t, a,/?, e, r) is

defined. Put p(z) = g2(p, w, e).

If the induction hypothesis is satisfied, then a is completely defined, and for each

t, {ef(t) | & {p({eY(t))}(r3, t2, t, t)~f¡(t), so that p(z) has the required property.

Case (5). z = <5, w, e} for some w, e. Using the Substitution Lemma, choose a

primitive recursive g3(p, w, e) such that

{g3(p, w, e)}(r3, r2, a, r, r) = {p(w)}(r3, r2, M(a, r), t),

when {e}(a, t) = Xu{e}a-l(u) is completely defined and the right-hand side of the

equation is defined. Put p(z) = <8, <1, 1, 1, 1>, 3, g3(p, w, e)}.

If the induction hypothesis is satisfied, then for each a, {e}(a, t) is completely

defined and {p(h')}(t3, t2, {e}(a, t), t) = f({e}(a, t), w; t), so that

{p(z)}(r3, r2, T, i) =S r3(Aaf({e}(a, r), W, t)).

Case (6). z = <6, w, e} for some w, e. Using the Substitution Lemma, choose a

primitive recursive g4(/?, w, e) such that

{gAp, W, e)}(r3, r2, r, i) - (p(H')}{r3, r2, \u{é)%u), t),

when Xu{e}l(u) is completely defined and the right-hand side is defined. Put

P(z) = ëAP, w, e).

Case (7). Otherwise. Put p(z) = 0.

To simplify notation for the next theorem we introduce the conventions

X   =   ^"l, • -  -, Xm, T   =   Tx, . . ., Tn.

(Now [x] = [xl5..., xm] and <t> = <t1, ..., t„> are defined in (3), including the case

for empty x or t.)

Theorem 3. There is a primitive recursive function q(e, x) such that:

(1) M(rV,T,x)|,q(e,[x])eiV({T)).

(2) {e}(r3, r2, x, x)~ w -+ (i)[f«x>, q(e, [x]); t) = w].

Proof. For this proof only, let us introduce the additional notation conventions :

{e}(x, x) ~ {e}(r3, r2, x, x).

x = [x] = [xx,..., xm];       t = <x> = <Ti,..., Tn>.

We shall define q(e, x) from its Gödel number q using the recursion theorem in

the usual fashion. The definition will be by cases on e being an index of the proper
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kind for x. We number the cases SI, S2, etc. and give as case hypothesis the

definition of {e}{x, x) rather than the number-theoretic condition that e and x must

satisfy. For example, Case SI below, {e}{x, x) = x[, should be described by

Seq (x) & {En)[e = <1, <lh(x), «, 1, 1»].

The implication from left to right in (1) together with (2) of the theorem are

proved by induction on {e}{x, x) ~ w. We treat the most interesting cases right in the

definition. Proof of the implication from right to left in (1) is by induction on

q{e, x) s N{t) and will be outlined after the definition is completed.

Case SI. M(t, x) = x[. Choose a primitive recursive rx(x) such that for each

a, x, t, ÍTiOOrXO = < 1, (x)o>, and put q{e, x) = <4, <2, 0>, ri(x)>. Clearly q{e, x) e N{t)

and f(r, q{e, x); t) = f{r, <1, (x)0>; t) = x[.

Case S2. {e}{x, x) = k. Put q{e, x)=<l, k>.

Case S3. {e}{x, x) = Xj. Treat similarly to Case SI.

Case S4. {e}{x, x)~{g}{{h}{x, x), x, x). Choose a primitive recursive r2{q, g, x)

such that for each a, t, {r2{q, g, x)}a{t)~{q}{g, [a(0)]*x). Put

q{e, x) = <4, q(«, x), r2{q, g, x)>.

Assume that {h}{x, x)~u & {g}{u, x, x)~w. By induction hypothesis, q(«, x) e

N{t), f(q(A,x);0=« (all 0, q(*. [u]*x)eN{r) and f'(q(g, [u]*x);t)=w (all t).

Thus q{e, x) e N{t), since q(«, x) e N{t) and for a = Xufx{q{h, x); u) and each t,

{r2(<7, g, X)}«(t) ~ {q}{g, [a(0)]*x) ~ q{g, [u]*x) 6 N{r).

Moreover, F(q(e, x); t) = fz{q{g, [u]*x); t) = w.

Case S5. Subcase (a). {e}(x, 0, x)~{g}(T, x). Choose a primitive recursive

r3(<7, g, x) such that for each a, t, {r3{q, g, x)}"{t)~{q}{g, x) and put q{e, [0]*x) =

<4, <2, 0>, r3{q, g, x)>.

Assume that {g}{x, x)~ w. By induction hypothesis, q{g, x) e N{t) and for each t,

F(q(g, x); t) = w. Since <2, 0> e Af(T) and since for each a,

{r3(<7, g, x)H0 2 q(g, x) e 7V(t),

we have q{e, [0]*x) e N{t) and P{q{e, [0]*x); i) = F(q(g, x); 0 = w.

Remark. The simpler definition q{e, [0]*x) = q{g, x) would serve equally well

for this part of the theorem. In proving the implication from right to left in (1)

however, this definition would not immediately give us a usable induction hypothesis.

With the definition we chose, if q{e, [0]*x) e N{t), then q(g, x) e N{t) and q{g, x)

is a predecessor of q{e, [0]*x) in the definition of N{t) (in particular |q(g, x)|'

< \q{e, [0]*x)|'). Thus in treating this case of the inductive proof of the right-to-left

implication in (1), the induction hypothesis assures us that {g}{x, x) j , which implies

immediately that {e}{x, 0, x) J,.

Case S5. Subcase (b). {e}{x, y+ 1, x)~{h}{y, {e}{x, y, x), x, x). Choose a primitive

recursive r4(<7, «, y, x) such that for each a, t, {r¿q, h, y, x)}"{t)~{q}{h, [y]*{[a{0)*x))

and put q{e, [y+ l]*x) = <4, q{e, [y]*x), r¿q, h, y, x)>.

Proof is as in Case S4.
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Case S6. Subcase (a). {e}(x, x)~{g}(z, xk + 1, xx,..., xk, xk + 2,..., xm). As in

Subcase (a) of Case S5, put q(e, x) = <4, <2, 0>, xa(q, g, e, x)}, where x5(q, g, e, x) is

primitive recursive and such that for each  a, t,

{x5(q, g, e, x)}a(t)~{q}(g, [xk + 1, xx,..., xk, xk + 2,..., xm]).

Case S6. Subcase (b). {<?}(x, x)~{g}(Tk + x, rx,...,rk, rk + 2,..., t„, x). Choose a

primitive recursive x6(e) such that for each t, t,

{re(e)}I(0 = <TiC + i> Tx,...,Tk,rk + 2,..., Tn}(t)

and put q(e, x) = <6, q(g, x), r6(e)>.

Case S7. {e}(x, x) = t1(x1). Choose a primitive recursive r7(x) such that for each

a,t, {r7(x)H0 = <l,(«(too-l))o> and put q(e, x) = <4, <2,0>, r7(x)>. Then

P(q(e, x); 0=f«l, «Xi))o); 0 = «x1))o = r1(x1).

Case S8. Subcase (a). {e}(x, x)~T2(Aw{g}(x, w, x)). Choose a primitive recursive

r8(?, g, x) such that for each a, u, {x6(q, g, x)}a(u)~{q)(g, [u]*x) and put q(e, x) =

<3,<4,<2,0>, xB(q,g,x)}>.

If {e}(x, x)~ w, then by induction hypothesis q(g, [u]*x) e N(t) for each u, hence

<4,<2,0>, rß(«7,g,x)>GA(T) and T«4, <2, 0>, xe(q,g, x)>; ») = {g}(x, u, x). Thus

q(e, x) g A(r) and f (q(<?, x) ; í) = t2(A«P«4, <2,0>, r8(9, g, x)> ; M)) - r2(Xu{g}(x, u,x)).

Case S8. Subcase (b). {e}(x, x)~r3(Aa{^}(a, x, x)). Choose a primitive recursive

r9(e) such that for each a, t, r, {r9(e)}a,I(/)—<a(/)>*T(0 and put

q(e, x) = <5, q(g, x), r9(e)>.

If {e}(x, x)~w, then by induction hypothesis, for each a,

q(S, x) G A«a, rx,..., rn» = A^MOX«, r));

hence q(e, x) e N(t) and

f(q(e, x);t)= r3(Aaf({r9(e)}(a, r), q(g, x); /)) = r3(Xa{g}(a, T, x)).

Case S9. M(x, ßx,..., ßk, a, x,yx,.. .,y¡)~{á)(-z, x). Choose a primitive re-

cursive Txo(e) such that for each a, t, {xxo(e)}a(t) = ((a(t))0, (a(t))x,...., (a(r))„-i> and

put q(e, [xx,..., xm, a, yx,..., y,]) = <6, q(a, x), r10(e)>.

If {e}(x, ßx,..., ßk, a, x, yx,..., ys)~ w, then by induction hypothesis q(a, x) g A"(t)

and for each /, f*(q(a, x); r) = w. Hence

q(e, [xx, ...,xm,a,yx,..., y,]) g N((tx, ..., rn, ßx,..., ßk))

and

f«Ti, • • -, Tn, ßi, ■ ..,ßk>,   q(e, [x1;..., xm, a,yx,.. .,y,]); t) = f(q(a, x); t) = w.

Case SIO. Otherwise. Put q(e, x) = 0.

The recursion theorem gives us a partial recursive q(e, x) with Gödel number q

that satisfies all the above clauses. It is obvious that q(e, x) is completely defined;

that it is primitive recursive can be inferred from the nature of the clauses, which

(once q is chosen) give a nested course-of-values recursion for q(e, x).
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We have already indicated in each of the clauses how to prove by induction on

the definition of {e}{x, x)~w the implication from left to right in (1), and (2).

To prove the implication from right to left in (1) by induction on the definition

of q(e, x) £ N{t), we first remark that 0 <£ N{t) ; thus if q{e, x) e N{t), then e and x

must satisfy one of the case hypotheses for cases S1-S9. It is a routine exercise to

verify in each case (using the induction hypothesis) that {e}{x, x) must be defined.

(Notice the remark after Subcase (a) of Case S5.)

Corollary 3.1. If g{t) is recursive in t3, t2, t, then there is a z e N{t) such that

for all t, g{t)=f\{t).

Proof. Let g be an index of g(r), i.e., for all t, g{t) = {g}{r3, t2, t, t); then for

each t, q{g, [t]) e N{(r}) and f«r>, q{g, [/]); t) = g{t). Choose e so that for each

a, t, {e}a{t) = q{g, [t]) and let w = <4, <2, 0>, e); then w e Ar«r» and f«r>, w; t) =

g{t). Choose m so that for each r, [m]'(i) = <T(r)> and let z = <6, w, m>; then

z e N{r) and f\{t) = fi°(0 = g(0.

3. The hyperanalytic hierarchy. Let b be a list of objects of types 2 and 3(4), let

t' (i = 2, 3) be the contraction of all objects of type i in b (t' = Aai_1 1, if b contains

no objects of type /). Using LXVII of RFII we obtain primitive recursive functions

c(e) and c'1{e) so that:

{e}{b, x, x) ~ {c(<?)}(r3, t2, t, x),

{eK^^T.^-lc-^Kb.T.x).

Definition 3. Let b, t3, t2 be related as above, let t = tu ..., t„, put

a = b,x.

(1) ;V(a) = 7Y-(T3,T2,<T».

(2) For z e 7V(a), W) = f*{z; t) = f{a, z; t) = f{r\ r2, <t>, z; i).

(3) r(z) = c_1(p(z)), where p(z) is the function of Theorem 2.

(4) s{e, x) = q(c(e), [x]), where q{e, x) is the function of Theorem 3.

(5) ForzETV(a), |z|a=|z|(a)=|z|<T>.

(6) K{a) = supremum {\z\a : zeN{a)}.

(Recall that if t is empty, then <x> = < > = Ar 1 and if x is empty, [x] = [ ] = 1 ; the

clauses of Definition 3 apply to the cases of empty x or x with these conventions.)

(4) We collect here several notation conventions to which we adhere throughout the paper:

X — Xi, . . ., Xm',

x = t¡.t„; o»«i,..., ak; ß=&.ß,;

b = a list of objects of types 2 and 3 ;

0 = a list of objects of types 1, 2 and 3 (usually a=b, x);

C = a list of objects of types 0, 1, 2 and 3 (usually c=0, x);

b*=3E, b;a*=3E, a;c* = 3E, c.
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Using Theorems 2 and 3 we can easily verify the following results :

(A) M(a,xH=s(É>,*)GA(a).

(B) Ifz g A(a), then A?{r(z)}(a, r) is completely defined and f§(i) = {r(z)}(o, t).

(C) Ifg(t) is recursive in a, then there exists a z e A (a) such that g(r) = f°(r).

(D) //(a)[z g A(o, a)], then Aar{r(z)}(a, a, r) is completely defined and

f(a,a,z;t) = {r(z)}(a, a, t).

(E) If g(a, t) is recursive in a, then there exists a z such (a)[z g A(o, a)] and

g(a, t) = f(a, a, z;t).

This "construction" of all functions and functionals recursive in a by (transfinite')

induction naturally defines a certain "hierarchy " on the one- and two-sections of a.

However, if no assumptions are imposed on a, then this hierarchy may be trivial;

e.g., if a consists of recursive functions and functionals, then each function recursive

in o is recursive, and hence equal to some f%t) with |z|8=l.

Put

b* = 3E, b,       a* = 3E, a = 3E, b,x.

Relativizing Kleene's definition, we call a predicate, set or function hyperanalytic

in a if it is recursive in a*.

In this section we define two transfinite sequences of predicates, xGz(u, v) and

2G2(w, a, v, ß) (z g A(a*)) such that:

(1) jG2 is hyperanalytic in a, uniformly for z e N(a*).

(2) If \z\a' ^ |w|"\ then ,G2 is recursive in ¡Gm, uniformly for z,we N(a*).

(3) A function (functional) is hyperanalytic in a if and only if it is recursive in some

!G2(2G2).

We also prove that the denumerable set of ordinals \z\a' (z g N(a*)) has order-

type œx(a*) = least denumerable ordinal which cannot be realized by an ordering

hyperanalytic in a.

Lemma 3. Let b be a list of objects of types 2 and 3, let b* = 3E, b, let

a = «!, ...,ofc,        ß = ßx,.. .,ßj

be two lists of function variables. There is a primitive recursive \(k, j, z) such that, if

z g A(b*, a), then Xwß{i(k,j, z)}(b*, a, ß, w) is completely defined and

\w\(b*, ß) = |z|(b*, a) = {i(k,j, z)}(b*, a, ß, w) = 0.

(I.e. the initial segment of ordinals \w\(b*, ß) which are ^ |z|(b*, a) is hyperanalytic

in b, a, uniformly for z g A(b*, a).)

We do not prove this lemma here, since it will be an immediate consequence of

Theorem 6. However one can easily construct an elementary proof similar to that

of Theorem 2.
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Lemma 4. Leta=b, x be a list of objects of types 1, 2, 3. The predicate Xz z e N{a)

is not recursive in a.

Proof. Suppose it were ; put

g(/) = 0 if ttN{a),

= f(a(0+l      if teN{a).

Now (B) implies that g{t) is recursive in a, though it is different from each ff(r)»

contradicting (C).

Definition 4. Let c be a list of variables of types  á 3. A predicate F(c) is

recursively enumerable in a {r.e. in a), if for some e,

F(c) E* {e}{a, c) j .

Lemma 5 (Boundedness). If a predicate F(o, x) {with variables of types ^ 1) is

r.e. in a*, then there exists a primitive recursive g(x) such that

(1) P(«, x) s g(x) e N{a*, a).

Moreover, if {I) holds with some g(x), hyperanalytic in a, then F(o, x) is hyper-

analytic in a if and only if

(2) supremum {|g(x)|(o*, a) : P{a*, a)} < k(o*).

Remark. We prove in Corollary 7.1 that the predicate Azoz e N{a*, a) is r.e.

in a*.

Proof. For the first assertion, choose e so that

P(a, x) = {e}{a*, a, x) |

and put g(x) = s(e, x).

Assume that (1) and (2) are satisfied with a g(x) hypernalytic in a; then for some

z £ N{a*) we have

supremum {|g(x)|(a*, a) : F(o, x)} ¿ |z|(a*) < «(a*).

Letting a* — b*, x as usual(4), we then have

F(a, x) ■ |g(x)|(a*, a) ^ |z[(a*)

= {i(«, n + k, z)}{b*, x, x, a, g(x)) = 0,

so F(a, x) is hypernalytic in o.

Now assume that (1) is satisfied with a g(x) which is hyperanalytic in a, but

supremum {|g(x)|(a*, a) : F(a, x)} ^ «(a*).

Then

zeN{a*) s (£a)(£x)[F(a, x) & |z|(a*) S |g(x)|(a*, a)]

s {Ea){Ex)[P{a, x) & {i(« + Âr, «, g(x)}(b*, t a, t, z) = 0].

If the predicate F(a, x) is hyperanalytic in a, the predicate in brackets is hyper-

analytic in a; since the class of predicates hyperanalytic in a is closed under number

and function quantification, z £ N(a*) is hypernalytic in a, contradicting Lemma 4.
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Definition 5. For each z e N{a*){e), put

xGz{u,v) = \v\*£ |z|«' & |«|«' â \v\a',

2Gz{u,a,v,ß) = \v\a'-ß i \z\a' & \u\a'-a ^ \v\a'-e.

Theorem 4. (1) Each ¡G2 is hyperanalytic in a, uniformly for z £ N{a*) {i= 1, 2).

(2) If\z\«'=\w\°', then ,G, = ,GW (1-1, 2).

(3) If |z|û*^ |w|a*, then (G2 is recursive in ¡Gw, uniformly for z,we N{a*).

(4)i If P{x) is hyperanalytic in a, then P{x) is recursive in some xG2.

(4)2 If P{a, x) is hyperanalytic in a, then F(a, x) is recursive in some 2GZ.

Proof. (1) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3 and (2) is obvious. To

prove (3), notice that if |z|a*^ |w|a*, then

iGs{u, v) = !Gw{v, z) & xGw{u, v),

and similarly for 2GZ, 2GW.

To prove (4)2, choose a predicate ß(a, x) of one function variable with the same

degree as F(a, x), e.g., ß(a, x) = F((a)l5..., {a)k, x). Now take e so that

Q{a, x) s {e}{a*, a,x)i  = s{e, x) £ N{a*, a).

Since ß(a, x) is hyperanalytic, the Boundedness Lemma implies that for some z,

supremum {|s(e, x)|(a*, a) : ß(a, x)} ^ |z|(a*).

Thus ß(a, x) = \s{e, x)|(a*, a)^ |z|(a*)s2G2(s(e, x), a, s(e, x), a).

Proof of (4)j is similar.

Definition 6. For each a = b, x, {\z\a : z e N{a)} is a countable set of ordinals;

let ip be the unique order-preserving function which maps {\z\a : z e N{a)} onto an

initial segment of the countable ordinals.

(1) |*|«=|z|0(a)=ft|z|«)(r6j\r(a)).

(2) w1{a) = supremum {|z|g : zE7V(a)}.

(3) A countable ordinal r¡ is recursive in a, if there exists a function g(x, y),

recursive in a, such that the relation Xxyg{x, y) = 0 is a well-ordering of order-type -q.

Remark. For z, w e N{a), |z|a^|w|a=|z|g^ |w|g.

Theorem 5. «^(a*) is the smallest countable ordinal which is not recursive

in a*(4).

Proof. We first show that each |z|g* is recursive in a*. Put

ueCz= \u\a' ¿ \z\a" &{v)[\v\a' = \u\a'^u ¿ v],

g(x, y) = 0   if x £ Cz & y £ Cz & |x|a* ^ |^|"*,

= 1    otherwise.

Lemma 3 implies that g(x, y) is recursive in a*, and it is obvious that Ax>-g(x, y)

=0 is a well-ordering with order-type |z|f.
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To prove the converse, let < be a well-ordering recursive in a*, with order-type

77, put

D = {<«, x> : x < x} u {5},

g(x,j) = 0    ifxGD&JGD

&[J = 5V [(x)t < ( y)x] V [(*), = (y)x & (x)0 ^ OOo]],

= 1    otherwise.

It is clear that g(x,y) is recursive in a* and that Axyg(x, j)=0 is a well-ordering

with order-type tío? + 1. If x0 is the minimum of the ordering <, then the ordering

on D has the following properties :

(1) <0, x0> = 3*o is the minimum.

(2) 5 is the maximum.

(3) The successor of any element y e D (v=£5) is 2y.

(4) An element of D is a limit point if and only if it is 5 or of the form 3* (x^x0).

Let z g N(a*) be such that

(T(X) = g((x)0, (x)x),

and choose a primitive recursive xn(e, x) such that for each a,

{m(e, x)}%t) ~ <2, 0>   if ««/, x» ¥■ 0,

-{*}(/)     if««r,x» = 0.

We define a primitive recursive function h(u) from a Gödel number « using the

recursion theorem by:

h(t/)~<2,0> ifM = <0,xo>,

~ <3, h(x)> if u = 2x for some x,

~ <4, z, m(n, «)>   if u = 3* for some x ^ x0, or u = 5,

~ 0 otherwise.

It is now easy to verify by transfinite induction on the ordering on D that

(5) u g D -> h(u) g AXa*),

u,veD& g(u, v) = 0^ \h(u)\a' < \h(v)\"'

-* |h(«)ir ̂ |h(t?)ir.

Thus h(5) g N(a*) and 77 <7,0. +1 S |h(5)|f < ux(a*).

Remark. Theorem 5 allows us to think of A(o*) as a notation system for the

ordinals recursive in a*, much as Kleene's O is a notation system for the recursive

ordinals.

For i =1,2, the predicates ¡G2 (z g N(a*)) provide a nondecreasing, transfinite

sequence of degrees, indexed by the notations in A(o*), which exhausts the degrees

in the /-section of a*. One can easily see that this sequence need not be strictly

increasing; however we shall prove in Corollary 8.1 that the sequence of degrees of

the predicates tG2 has order-type wx(a*).
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Remark. At the suggestion of the referee we outline a proof that for each

a, /í(a*)>X1. Using the notation of §2, consider the functional

h(f, x, z, t, i) = fXO+1    (/"f gWO&xgF^&IzI1 = \x\t,

= 0 otherwise,

where for xg D(, \x\( is the order-type of the initial segment of ^? up to and

including x. It is easy to show by the methods of §1 that the functional h is hyper-

analytic (in the fixed objects t3, t2). Now if each \z\z were countable, we would

have

Z G N(t) = (Ff)(Fx)[h(f, X, Z, r, 0) > 0].

In the notation of §3 this means that z g A^ct*) would be recursive in a*, contra-

dicting Lemma 4.

4. Minimum functions. In this section we prove two theorems on ordinal

notations which are basic for the theory of predicates r.e. in a*. The results are

inspired by [2], where Gandy announces similar results for type 2.

We revert to the notation of §2, where N(t), fl(t) and |z|T (z g N(t)) axe defined,

relative to arbitrary but fixed parameters t2, t3.

If z$N(t), put Iz^supremum {\w\a : weN(a)}.

Theorem 6. There is a partial recursive functional <£(3E, t3, t2, z, a, w, ß)

~ <f>(z, a, w, ß) such that :

(1) [z e N(a) & \z\a-¿ |w|s] -> <p(z, a, w, ß)~0.

(2) \w\e<\z\a-^<f>(z, a, w,ß)~l.

Remark. Using Theorem 4, one can easily define a functional <f>x(z, a, w, ß)

which will have properties (1) and (2) whenever z g N(a), or a functional </>2(z,a,w,ß)

which will have properties (1) and (2) whenever w e N(a). The nontrivial applica-

tions of Theorem 6 involve computing <¡>(z, a, w, ß) when we know z g N(a) v w

g A^ía), but do not know which of the disjuncts is true ; in such cases <¡>(z, a, w, ß)

gives us this information.

Proof. We define <f>(z, a, w, ß) from its index <£ using the recursion theorem.

For each number u we consider seven cases 1-7, according as u is in one of the

forms <1, q}, <2, 0>, <3, xx}, <4, xx, e>, <5, xx, e}, <6, x1; e> (cases 1-6), or in none

of these forms (case 7). In the computation we distinguish 72 = 49 cases labeled ij

(1 |i'^7, 1 ¿/^7), where in case ij we assume that z is in case / and wis in case/

(The computation is trivial, except when 3g/g6, 3^/= 6.) For each of these

cases we give informal instructions for computing <p(z, a, w, ß) in the manner of

the proof of Theorem 1.

We shall be referring to the function p(z) of Theorem 2; recall that when z g N(t),

then{p(z)}(T3,T2,T,t)~f&).

Several times below we use the expression "ask 2E." In these instances we wish

to emphasize that the predicate whose value we are determining only involves
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number quantification; surely questions to 2E can be rephrased as questions to 3E.

A. Trivial cases.

Al. 1 ái^2V7=7. Give (output) 0.

A2. [i=l &/<7]v|?2;3 & \$j£2]. Give 1.
B. Cases ij with 3 ̂  ¿'^ 5, 3 £já 5.

Case 33. [z = <3, zt> & w=<3, m^)]. Give output ^{z^ a, w1; ß).

Case 34. [z=<3, zx} & w = <4, Wj, m>].

71.   Compute <j>{z-¡_, a, w1} j8).

11    [<f>{zu a, wu ß)~0 in 71]. Give 0.

712 [<p{zu a, Wx, ß)~ 1 in 71]. Let 8 = Xu{P{w1)}{t3, t2, ß, u); ask 2E if Xs{m}%s)

is completely defined.

121    [No to 712]. Give 0.

7122   [Yes to 712]. Ask 2E if (Es)[tfzx, «, {m}6{s), ß)=0].

1221 [Yes to 7122]. Give 0.

1222 [No to 7122].   Give 1.

Case 43. [z = <4, zl5 e} & w=<3, Wx}]. This case is symmetric to Case 34. The

computation is that of Case 34, except that z and w, zx and wx, a and ß and e and

m are interchanged; however we do not change the order of the arguments in <f>.

We give this symmetric computation here so we can omit it in some other cases

later.

71.    Compute <p{zu a, wlt ß).

11    [<Kzlt «, Wx, ß)~ 1 in 71]. Give 1.

712 [<¡>{zx, a, wx, ß)~0 in 71]. Let y=Xu{p{z1)}{r3, r2, a, «); ask 2E if Xt{ef{t) is

completely defined.

121    [No to 712]. Give 1.

7122   [Yes to 712]. Ask 2E if (Fr)[<A(M7(0, «, »u ß)= 1]-

1221 [Yes to 7122]. Give 1.

1222 [No to 7122]. Give 0.

Case 35. [z=<3, z{) & w = <5, wu ni}].

71.    Ask 3E if m defines a /?-recursive functional {m}{8, ß).

II [Noto 71]. Give 0.

712    [Yes to 71]. Ask 3E if {E8)[<f>{zu a, wu {m}{8, ß)) = 0].

121 [Yes to 712]. Give 0.

122 [Noto 712]. Give 1.

Case 53. [z=<5, zx, e} & w=<3, w^}]. Symmetric to Case 35.

Case 44. [z = <4, zlt e} & w=<4, wu m}].

71.   Compute <f>{zu a, wlt ß).

711 [fax, a, Wx, ß)~0 in 71]. Let y=Xu{p{z1)}{r3, r2, a, «); ask 2E if À/{e}"(r) is

completely defined.

III [Noto 711]. Give 1.

7112   [Yes to 711]. Ask 2E if (r)[<WW(0, «, »i, J8)=0].

1121    [Yes to 7112]. Give 0.
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71122 [No to 7112]. Let 8 = Xu{p(wx)}(r3, t2, ¿3, u); ask 2E if Xs{m}â(s) is

completely defined.

11221    [Noto 71122]. Give 0.

711222   [Yes to 71122]. Ask 2E if

(t)MeY(t), «, wx, ß) = 0v (EsM({e}%t), «, {m}%s), ß) = 0]].

112221 [Yes to 71122]. Give 0.

112222 [Noto 71122]. Give 1.

712 [<p(zx, a, wx, ß)~ 1 in 71]. (This subcase is symmetric to 711, and the com-

putation is symmetric to 711-112222.) Let 8 = Xu{p(wx)}(t3, t2, ß,u); ask 2E if

Xs{m}6(s) is completely defined.

121    [No to 712]. Give 0.

7122   [Yes to 712]. Ask 2E if (s)[</>(zx, a, {m}%s), ß)=\].

1221    [Yes to 7122]. Give 1.

71222 [No to 7122]. Let y=Xu{p(zx)}(T3, t2, a, u); ask 2E if Xt{e}y(t) is com-

pletely defined.

12221    [Noto 71222]. Give 1.

712222   [Yes to  71222]. Ask 2E if

(sM(zx, a, {mY(s), ß)=U (Et)[<f,({eY(t), a, {m}\s), ß)=\]].

122221 [Yes to 712222]. Give 1.

122222 [No to 712222]. Give 0.

Case 45. [z=<4, zx, e> & w = <5, wx, m)].

71.   Ask 3E if m defines a /î-recursive functional {m}(8, ß).

11    [Noto 71]. GiveO.

712   [Yes to 71]. Ask 3E if (E8)[<p(zx, a, wx, {m}(8, ß)) = 0].

121    [Noto 712]. Give 1.

7122 [Yes to 712]. Let y=Xu{p(zx)}(T3, t2, a, u); ask 2E if Ar^r) is completely

defined.

1221 [No to 7122]. Give 1.

1222 [Yes to 7122]. Ask 3E if (t)(E8)[<p({ey(t), a, wx, {m}(8, ß)) = 0].

12221 [Yes to 71222]. Give 0.

12222 [Noto 71222]. Give 1.

Case 54. [z=<5, zx, éy & w=<4, wx, m>]. Symmetric to Case 45.

Case 55. [z=<5, zx, e) & w=<5, wx, m}].

71.   Ask 3E if e defines an a-recursive functional {e}(y, a).

11    [Noto 71]. Give 1.

712   [Yes to 71]. Ask 3E if m defines a /3-recursive functional {m}(8, ß).

121    [No to 712]. Give 0.

7122   [Yes to 712]. Ask 3E if (y)(F8)[^(z1, {e}(y, a), wx, {m}(8, ß)) = 0].

1221 [Yes to 7122]. Give 0.

1222 [Noto 7122]. Give 1.

C. Cases y with j'^3 &j^3 & [i'=6vy=6].

A number >v=<6, wx, m) is a member of N(B) if and only if Xs{mY(s) = 8 is
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completely defined and wx e N{8); and in that case 1*^1*= |wj.|a +1. Thus, once we

verify that Xs{m}e{s) is completely defined, case /6 is treated very much like case /3,

the other case where | w|^ is always a successor ordinal (if w e N{ß)). We give one of

these cases and leave the rest for the reader.

Case 36. [z = <3, zx> & w = (ß, wlt m}].

71.    Ask 2E if Xs{m}6{s)= 8 is completely defined.

11    [Noto 71]. Give 0.

712    [Yes to 71]. Compute fax, «, wu 8).

121 [<p{zu a, wx, 8)~0]. Give 0.

122 [^i,o, W!, 8)~1]. Give 1.

To prove that this functional <f>{z, a, w, ß) satisfies the conclusion of the theorem,

we first show by induction on z £ N{a) that, if \z\aS \w\ß, then <f>{z, a, w, ß)~0 and

then by induction on weN(ß) that if |vv|Ä<|z|", then <f>{z,a,w,ß)~l. The in-

duction on z £ N{a) breaks down into 42 cases (since z must be in one of cases 1-6

while w is arbitrary) of which only 16 are nontrivial. Similarly the induction on

w £ N(ß) has but 16 nontrivial cases.

Let us say that 0 is the proper value (for z, a, w, ß) if z e N{a) & \z\a^ \w\$ and

that 1 is the proper value (for z, a, w, ß) if \w\ß < \z\" (which implies w e N{ß)). We

must verify in each of the 16 nontrivial cases, and under each of the two assump-

tions, that 0 or 1 is the proper value, that the computation yields that proper value

as output. Each time we may assume as induction hypothesis that the computation

leads to the proper value for arguments that are "predecessors" of z or w as

members of N{a) or N(ß).

In 33 the verification is immediate, since the ind. hyp. guarantees that the proper

value for z1; a, wu ß is the same as the proper value for z, a, w, ß.

Consider 34 and assume that the proper value is 0. We claim that the computation

will be along one of the branches of Diagram A below and will reach the end of

some branch, thus giving output 0.

71 71

/   \ I
11 712 712

/     \ .1
121 7122 7122

1221 1222

Diagram A. Diagram B.

Case 34; proper value=0. Case 34; proper value = 1.

To substantiate the claim we must verify that each time a question is asked in

that computation, the partial predicate involved is defined and the answer leads the

computation along one of the branches of the diagram. The ind. hyp. guarantees

that fax, a, Wx, ß) is defined, hence 71 is answered. If fax, a, wlt ß)m 1 and we go
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to 712, then by ind. hyp. we know that |w1|i< Izj]0, hence wx g N(ß). Thus

8 = Xuip(wx)}(T3, t2, ß, u) is completely defined and the Substitution Lemma (which

is tacitly appealed to in 712) guarantees that 712 is answered. If the answer to 712

leads us to 7122, then we know that Xs{m}ô(s) is completely defined, and by ind. hyp.

<f>(zx, a, {m¡Y(s), ß) is defined for each s, so again 7122 is well posed for the Substitu-

tion Lemma. Now the ind. hyp. implies that the answer to 7122 must be "yes,"

since the assumption that it is " no " together with the ind. hyp. easily leads to the

conclusion |w|a<|z|a.

A similar verification is needed for each of the two assumptions, that 0 or 1 is the

proper value, in each of the nontrivial cases. One simple way to obtain these

verifications is to draw diagrams of all the possible computation paths and check

that the proper value is reached along each allowable branch. We draw one more of

these diagrams and omit the details.

71

?11 712
I /   \

7112 121      7122
/     \ I

1121        71122 71222

/     \ I
11221  711222 712222

I    I
112221 122222

Diagram C.

Case 44; proper value=0.

Theorem 7. There is a partial recursive </>(3E, t3, t2, t, h)~ip(r, h) such that

Xt{h}(t) is completely defined & (Et)[{h}(t) g A(t)] -» (t)\({h}(i>(T, «))|l = \{h}(t)\\

(In particular,

Xt{h}(t) comp. defined & (Et)[{h}(t) e N(t)] -> {«}(«A(t, «)) g N(t).)

Proof. We shall define </>(t, h)~ip(3E, t3, t2, t, «) from an index ifi by the recursion

theorem in the usual way. We assume throughout that Ai{«}(/) is completely defined.

lf(Et)[{h}(t)eN(r)],pnt

rank (A) = least s (t)[\{h}(s)\* Ú \{h}(t)Y\.

Let n' be a primitive recursive function of « such that

{h'}(t)~{h}(t+l).

We notice that if rank («) > 0, then rank («') = rank («) — 1.
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Recall that by Theorem 3 :

fa,h)\ =q(fcM)etf(T).

In the instructions for the computation of fa, «) from $ we write h{t) for {«}(?)•

71.    Compute fa{0), r, q(^, [«']), r).

711 [fa{0), r, q{f, [«']), r)~0 in 71]. Ask 2E if {t)[fa{0), r, h{t), r) = 0].
111 [Yes to 711]. Give 0.

112 [Noto 711]. Give </<t,«')+1.

712 [¿(h(0), r, q(«£, [«']), r)~ 1 in 71]. Compute <¿(h(0), r, h(^(r, «')+1), r).

121 [^»(h(0), t, h{fa, «')+1), x)~0 in 712]. Follow the instructions of 711.

122 [<f>{h{0), t, h{fa, «')+1), t)~ 1 in 712]. Give fa, «')+1.
We prove that if {Et)[h{t) e N{t)], then fa, h) gives the correct output rank («),

by induction on rank («).

Basis. Rank («)=0, i.e., (/)[|h(0)|1^ |h(0|']. Since h{0)e N{t),

fa{0), r, q{f, [«']), r)

is defined and 71 is answered. If the answer sends us to 711, the answer to this

must be "yes," so by 111 the output is correctly 0. If the answer to 71 sends us

to 712, then |q(<¿, [h'])\x < |h(0)|', so q(<£, [«']) £ N{t), i.e., fa, [«']) is defined, so 712

is answered; now the answer must lead us to 121 and thence to 711 and the correct

output, since by assumption |h(0)|*á \h{fa, «')+1)|\

Induction Step. Rank («)>0. Now we may assume that fa, «')~ rank («'); we

must show that fa, h)~fa, «') +1. Since fa, «') is defined, q{ifi, [«']) e N{t), so 71

is answered. If the answer to 71 leads us to 711, the answer to this must be "no," so

we are led to 112 and the correct output. If the answer to 71 leads us to 712, then

from the answer to that we either go to 711 and thence to the correct output as

before or directly to the correct output through 122.

5. Predicates r.e. in 3E.

Definition 7. Let b, r3, t2, x and x be as in Definition 3, let a = al5.. .,ak,

ß=&,..., ft,
(1) fa, z, a, w, p)~<¿(3E, r3, r2, z, <a>, w, <ß».

(2) fa,X,h)~faE,T3,T2,<x},h).

(3) Let h{e, x) be primitive recursive and such that

{h{e, x)}{t) = s(<?, x, i),

put

v{b, x, x, e) ~ fa, x, h{e, x)).

The functional <f>, tp and v are clearly partial recursive in 3E. In particular, if

b* = 3E, b, then Xzawfifa*, z, a, w, ß) is partial recursive in b*, and similarly with

<ji and v.
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For any list a = b, x(4), if z £ N(a), put |z|a = supremum {|z|6'a : we N(b,a)}.

Using Theorems 6 and 7 we can easily verify the following results :

(F) z g N(b, a.) & |z|(b, o)g |w|(b, ß) -> ¿(b, z, a, w, ß)~0.

(G) |w|(b, ß)< |z|(b, a) -* <j>(b, z, a, w, ß)^ 1.

(H) Let a=b, x, h(0=:{n}(0; then

Arh(i) cow/?. «fejín«/ & (Fí){h(í) g N(a)] -► ./-(a, «) j & (r)[|h(0(a, «))|« ^ |h(i)|a].

(1) Let c = b,T,x; then

(Et)[{e}(c, t) | ] -► Kc, e) j & {e}(c, v(c, e)) 1.

From (F), with b* for b, we can easily prove Lemma 3; (I) is Gandy's main

result in [2], for type 3.

These results allow us to establish several elementary properties of the class of

predicates r.e. in 3E. (We leave two basic normal form theorems for §6.) Contrary

to the situation in §3, where we had to restrict ourselves to predicates with variables

of types ij 1, we study here predicates F(c), r.e. in 3E, where c is a list of variables of

types ¿3 (Definition 4). Relativized versions of Theorems 7 and 8 are obtained by

substituting specific functionals for some of the variables in the list c.

(Added November 1966. We thank Abraham Robinson for showing to us in May,

1966 a mimeographed copy of R. Platek, Foundations of recursion theory, Ph.D.

Thesis, Stanford University, 1966. This mimeographed copy (dated January,

1966) contains a proof of (I) (with a different v) as well as proofs of the immediate

corollaries of (I) in Theorem 7 and Theorem 8 below. Platek's independent proofs

of these results utilize an analysis of hyperanalytic computations that is based on a

A-calculus instead of our analysis through the induction in Definition 1.)

Theorem 7. (1) IfP(c, y) is r.e. in 3E, then (Fy)F(c, y) is also r.e. in 3E.

(2) If P(t) and (2(c) are r.e in 3E, then F(c)v g(c) is also r.e. in 3E.

(3) A predicate F(c) is recursive in 3E (hyperanalytic) if and only if both F(c) and

F(c) are r.e. in 8E.

(4) Let F(c) and (2(c) be r.e. in 3E. There exist predicates Px(c) and Qx(z), r.e. in

3E. such that:

(a) Px(c)^P(c);Qx(c)^Q(c).

(b)P(c)vQ(c)^Px(t)wQx(c).

(c) It is impossible that Px(c) & Qx(c).

Proof. (1) Put c* = 3E, c and choose e so that F(c, y) = {e}(c*, y) | ; now (I)

implies that (F^)F(c, y) = {e}(c*, v(t*, e)) \ .

(2) follows immediately from (1).

(3) The "only if" part is trivial. To prove the "if" part, write c = b, x, x(*), put

b* = 3E, b, and choose e, m so that

F(c) = M(b*, x, x) |  = s(e, x) g N(b*, x),

F(c) = {m}(b*, x, x) |  = s(m, x) g A(b*, x).
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Now for each c, exactly one of s{e, x), s(w, x) is a member of 7v"(b*, x); hence

Xcfa*, s{e, x), x, s(m, x), t) is completely defined and

F(c) s fa*, s{e, x), x, ${m, x), x) = 0.

(4) As in (3), pick e, m so that

P{c) = s{e,x)eN{b*,x),

ß(c) e s(m, x) £ N{b*, x).

Put

Px{c) m P(c) & fa*, s{e, x), x, s{m, x), x) as 0,

Qx{c) m ß(c) & fa*, s(e, x), t, s(m, x), t) ~ 1.

The verification that Fx and Qx have the desired properties is easy.

Corollary 7.1. Let a = b, x, a* = 3E, a. The predicate Xza z £ A'Xa*) is r.e. in 3E.

Proof. By (A),

{e}(a*, x) |  = s(e, x) £ JV(o*).

We claim that for each a,

supremum {|s(e, x)|a* : {e}(a*, x) j } = k(o*);

because if this supremum were less than «(a*), then Lemma 5 would imply that

Aex s(e, x) e N{a*) is recursive in a* which is easily seen to be absurd. Thus

z £ N{a*) = {Ee){Ex)[{e}{a*, x) j & \z\a' Í \s{e, x)\a']

m {Ee){Ex)[{e}{a*, x) j & fa*, z, x, s(e, x), t) ~ 0],

which is r.e. in 3E by (1) of the theorem.

Remark. Theorem 9 in §6 implies that Azct z £ N{a) is also r.e. in 3E.

The most interesting consequences of Theorems 5 and 6 are several choice

axioms which hold for predicates r.e. in 3E. Again, these results are inspired by

Gandy's similar theorems for type 2 in [2].

In the equivalence of Theorem 8 we use the restricted quantifiers (£a)c, (£g)c;

these are to be read " there exists an a recursive in c," "there exists a g recursive in

c." We use "g" as a variable for functions or functionals with arguments of types

^3.

Theorem 8. Let c, b be lists of variables of types ú3,for each of the equivalences

below let P be a predicate in the indicated variables which is r.e. in 3E.

(1) (b)(Fv)F(c, b, y) m (Fg)c.(b)F(c, b, g(b)).

(2) (b)(Fa)c.tbF(c, b, a) = (Fg)c.(b)F(c, b, Aíg(b, i))-

{Particular cases of{\) and (2) are:

(3) {x){Ey)P{c, x, y) = {Ea)c.{x)P{c, x, a(x)),

(4) {x){Ea)t.P{c, X, a) = {Ea),..{x)P{c, X, Xta{(x, t})).)
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Proof. The implications from right to left are trivial. To prove (1) and (2) from

left to right, let c = a, x as usual, and pick e in each case so that

F(c,b, -) = {e}{c*,b, -)1.

(1) Put g{b)~v{t, b, e); now (I) implies that g(b) is completely defined, recursive

in c*, and satisfies the right-hand side of (1).

(2) We compute,

(b)(Fa)c..bF(c, b, a) -> {b){Ee)[{t)[{e}{c*, b, t) j ] & F(c, b, Xt{e}{c*, b, t))]

-> {b){Ee)[{t)[{e}{c*, b, 0 | ] & {ß)[ß = Xt{e}{c*, b, 0 -» F(c, b, ß)]].

We can easily show that the predicate in brackets is r.e. in 3E, using the Substitution

Lemma and the fact that the class of predicates r.e. in 3E is closed under universal

(number or function) quantification and conjunction. Thus (1) applies, and there

exists a functional g(b), recursive in c*, such that

(b)[(0[{g(b)}(c*, b, 01 ] & F(c, b, A?{g(b)}(c*, b, 0)].

We obtain then a functional g(b, r) that satisfies the right-hand side of (2) by putting

g(b, i) ~ {g(b)}(c*, b, i).

Corollary 8.1. For i= 1, 2, put z e Nt{a*) = ze N{a*) & (w)[J w|Q* < \z\a' -^ ,GJ

is not recursive in ¡Gw & (w)[[w|a*=|z|a* -> z^w].

(1) The predicate Xza z e Nt{a*) is r.e. in 3E.

(2) The set Nt{a*) is linearly ordered by Xzw |z|°*^ |w|g* with order-type a>i(a*).

Proof. (1) follows easily from Corollary 7.1, Lemma 3 and the remark that the

predicate "F is recursive in G" is hyperanalytic.

To prove (2) by contradiction, assume that the ordering on Nx{a*) is similar to

an initial segment of wx{a*), say {|w|J* : |w|f < |z|f}. Put

P{a, x, y) = {not (|x|f < |z|f) & y = 0}

V [|x|2* < \z\ac'& y e N&*)

& {a)[a is a mapping from {u : |w|"* ^ |x|g*}

into {v : v e A^¡(a*) & \v\%' g |y\l'} which

preserves the ordinal ordering -> a(x) = y]].

It is easy to verify that {v : veN^a*) & \v\l*^\y\i*} is hyperanalytic in a, uni-

formly for y e Ni{a*), and hence that P{a, x, y) is r.e. in 3E. Since, obviously,

{x){Ey)P{a, x, y), Theorem 8 implies that for some a, hyperanalytic in a,

{x)P{a, x, a{x)).

But then

yeN^a*) = {Ex)[\x\%' < [z|f &«(x) = y],

so that Nt{a*) is hyperanalytic in a, which is easily seen to be absurd.
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Remark. The sequence of predicates ¡G2 (z g N¡(a*)) provides a strictly increasing

sequence of degrees of length wx(a*), which is indexed by a set r.e. in a* and exhausts

the /-section of o*.

6. Normal forms for predicates r.e. in 3E. One of the main results of RFI is the

Representation Theorem XXVIII, which asserts (for type 3) that there exist

primitive recursive predicates L(e, c, w, a, F) and M(e, c, w, a, F)(4), such that

{e}(c) ~ w = (EF)(a)L(e, c, w, a, F),

{e}(c) ~ w = (F)(Ea)M(e, c, w, a, F).

In this section we shall outline proofs of strengthened versions of these theorems,

in which we specify bases (in the sense of [5]) for the quantifiers (FF), (F) above

(our L and M however will be analytic). As corollaries we show that the class of

predicates r.e. in 3E is closed under restricted functional quantification (FF)C., but

not closed under unrestricted function quantification (Fa).

Theorem 9. (1) If R(c, F) is hyperanalytic, then (FF)c.F(c, F) is r.e. in 3E.

(2) IfP(c) is r.e. in 3E, then there exists an analytic R(c, F) such that

F(c) = (FF)F(c, F) = (FF)c.F(c, F).

(Thus P(c) is r.e. in 3E, // and only if it is expressible in the form (FF)c.F(c, F), with

analytic R.)

Proof. (1) We compute

(FF)c.F(c, F) = (Fe)[(a)[M(c*, a) j ] & F(c, Aa{e}(c*, a))];

now the Substitution Lemma implies that the predicate in brackets is r.e. in 3E,

hence (FF)c,F(c, F) is r.e. in 3E by (1) of Theorem 7.

To prove (2), we shall define an analytic predicate L(r3, t2, t, z, F), such that in

the notation of §2,

(i)      z G A(r) = (FF)L(t3, t2, r, z, F)

= (FF)[F is recursive in 3E, t3, t2, t &L(t3, t2, t, z, F)];

the result will then follow by (A).

The construction is a lengthy but straightforward analysis of the transfinite

induction for z g A(t), so we shall omit many of the details.

(ii) We define a predicate P(u, a, v, ß, 8) by the disjunction of the following seven

clauses. (P(u, a, v, ß, 8) will assert that, if v g N(ß), then u g N(a) and u in N(a) is an

immediate predecessor off in N(ß), relative to 8.) (Notation: q = w = (v)x, e = (v)2.)

(1) » = <!,?> &K = <1,?>.

(2) u=<2,0>&m=<2,0>.

(3) v=(3, w)> &u=w &a=ß.

(4) d=<4, w, e> & a=ß & [(a) V (b) V (c)], where

(a) u = w.

(b) [Xt{eY(t) is not completely defined] & w=0.

(c) [Xt{eY(t) is completely defined] & (Et)[u={eY(t)].
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(5) i? = <5, w, e} & [(d) V (e)], where:

(d) [e does not define a ^-recursive functional] & u=0.

(e) [e defines a ^-recursive functional {e}(y, /?)] &u = w & (Ey)[a = {e}(y, ß)].

(6) v=(6, w, ey & [(f) V (g)], where:

(f) [Xt{e}e(t) is not completely defined] & u=0.

(g) [Ar{e}s(/)=y is completely defined] &u=w &a=y.

(7) [v does not satisfy any of the case hypotheses for (l)-(6)] & u=0.

(iii) Let F(z, t) and G(z, t, t) be variables for functionals of the indicated list of

variables. We define a predicate SÇF, G) by the conjunction of the following eight

clauses. (We suppress in the notation the dependence of S(F, G) on t3, t2.)

(1) F«1,?>,t) = 0&G«1,í>,t,0=?.
(2) F«2, 0>, r)=0 & G«2, 0>, r, t) = r(t).

(3) F«3, w), r)=0 -+ [F(w, r)=0 & G«3, w>, t, í) = t2(AMG(w, t, ii))].

(4) F«4, w, ey, r)=0 -» [F(w, t)=0 & [8 = AuG(w, t, u) -* [Aí{e}s(í) is com-

pletely defined] & (t)F({eY(t), r) = 0 & G«4, w, e}, r, O-G^), t, /)]].

(5) F«5, w, e>, t)=0 -»■ [e defines a T-recursive functional {e}(y, t)]

& (y)[F(w, M(y, r)) = 0] & G«5, w, ey, r, t) = r3(XyG(w, {e}(y, r), t))].

(6) F«6, w, ey, t) = 0-> [y=Ar{e}'(0 is completely defined & F(w, y) = 0

&G«6, w,ey, r,t) = G(w,y,t)].

(7) If x is not in any of the forms <2, 0>, <1, qy, <3, w>, <4, w, e>, <5, w, e>,

<6, w, e>, then F(x, t)^0.

(8) (Well-ordering clause.) For an arbitrary function ß, put

ft, = Xtß((n, i>).

(a)(j3)[(x)[F(a(x), &) = 0 & P(«(X+ 1), k + 1, a(x), /?*, AiG((a(x))1; ft,+1, /))]

-* (£x)[a(x) = <2, 0> V a(x) = <1, (a(x))x}]].

We now claim:

(iv) z g AX-r) -> (FF)(FG)[F, G are recursive in 3E, t3, t2, t, & 5(F, G)

&F(z,r) = 0].

(v) (FF)(FG)[5(F, G) & F(z, t) = 0] ->■ z e N(r).

From these two equivalences we can obtain (i) and then complete the proof of the

theorem by routine contractions of variables.

Proof of (iv). If z g N(t), put

F(x,y) = 0       if |*|» á |*|*,

= 1       otherwise,

G(x,y, 0-JÄ0       ifM'íW
= 0 otherwise.

Lemma 3 and Theorem 2 imply that F and G are recursive in 3E, t3, t2, t, and of

course F(z, t)=0.
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The verification of the first seven clauses of S(F, G) is immediate. To verify

clause (8), we prove by cases on the definition of P{u, a, v, ß, 8), that for each

u, v, a, ß,

[P{U, a, V, ß, XtG{{v)x, a, t)) & F{v, ß) = 0]

-> [v - <2,0> V v - <1, {v)x}] V [|«|« < \v\»].

(For example, if v = (4, w, e}, then a=ß and u must satisfy one of (a), (b), (c) with

8 = XtG{w, a, t) = Xtf%{t). Since F(t>, ß)=0,ve N{ß), hence w e N{a) and (b) cannot

be true; it is then evident that whether (a) or (c) holds, |tt|a< \v\ß.) Clause (8) then

follows, since we cannot have an infinite decreasing sequence of ordinals

|a(0)|Ä»  >   |«(l)|'i >•••.

Proof of (v). Assume that S(F, G) & F(z, t)=0. Consider the set V of all

finite sequences {{u0, ß0),..,, {ux, ßx)) of pairs of numbers and functions such

that

u0 = z &ß0 = t & {s)s<xP{us+1, ßi + 1, »s, ft, tiG{{us)x, ßs + x, t))

& (s),SxF(u„ ßs) = 0.

We can think of 3~, partially ordered under extension of finite sequences, as a tree,

where at each node {{u0, ß0),..., {ux, ßx)} there may be one, countably many or

uncountably many choices for {ux+1, ßx+i), depending on the prime number

expansion of ux.

Consider the predicate of sequences of $~,

(vi) ux e N{ßx) & G{ux, ßx, t) = f{ßx, ux;t).

Clause (8) of the definition of S(F, G) asserts that this predicate has the well-

founded property on 3~, i.e., if we follow any branch along the tree, we must meet a

node where (vi) holds. We shall prove that (vi) holds for all sequences in IT (and

hence z e N{t)) by bar induction on &~ (as in [10]). (One may easily rephrase the

proof as a classical proof by contradiction.)

Basis of bar induction :

{«){ß)[{x){{*{0), ß0),..., («(x), ßx)} e r

-> {Ek){x)xik[a{x) e N{ßx) & G(«(x), ß„ t) = f{ßx, «(x); f)]].

This is immediate from clause (8) of definition (ii) and clauses (1) and (2) of

definitions (ii) and (iii).

Ind. step of bar induction: Let {(w0, ß0), ■ ■ ■ > ("*, ßx)} De a sequence in &". We must

show ux e N($x) & G^, ßx, \)=f{ßx, ux; t), utilizing the following:

Ind. hypothesis: if{ux + 1, ßx + i) is any pair such that

{(«o, ßo), ■■-, {ux, ßx), {ux + ußx +1)} e 3T,

then ux + xeN{ßx+x)&G{ux + x,ßx + 1,t) = f(ßx+x,ux+x;t). Since f{ux,ßx)=0, we

know that ux must be in one of the forms <2,0>, <!,?>, etc., and hence in the
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definition of f{ux, ßx) one of the first six clauses must apply. We only treat one of

the cases, the others being similar.

Clause (4). ux = (4, w, e}. First choose ux + 1 = w, ßx + 1=ßx; clearly

F(w, ßx) = 0& P{w, ßx, u„ ßx, XtG{w, ßx, t)),

so the sequence {(w0, ß0),..., {ux, ßx), {w, ßx)} e J~ and by ind. hyp.

w e N{ßx) & G{w, ßx, t) = f{ßx, w, t).

Moreover, if 8 = XtG{w, ßx, t), then Xt{e}%t) is comp. defined and for each t,

F{{eY{t),ßx)=0. Thus for each t, if we choose ux + 1 = {e}6{t), ßx + x=ßx, we have

{(«o, M •. -, {ux, ßx), {{e}\t), ßx)} ear, so by ind. hyp.

{e}»(t) e N{ßx) & G{{eY{t), ßx, t) = f{ßx, {e}\t); t).

This implies <4, w, é} e N(ßx), and clause (4) of definition (iii) implies that

G«4, w, e}, ßx, t) = f{ßx, <4, w, e}; t).

Remark. One half of Kleene's Representation Theorem follows from (2) of

Theorem 9 if we remark that {e}{c)~w is r.e. in 3E and absorb in the usual way all

but one of the function quantifiers in the prefix of the analytic predicate 7?(c, F) in

the quantifier (FF).

Corollary 9.1. (1) 7/F(c, a) and ß(c, F) are r.e. in 3E, then so are {Ea)c.P{c, a)

and (FF)c.F(c, F).

(2) 7« the notation of Theorem 8, if P{z, b, F) is r.e. in 3E, then

(b)(FF)c,>bP(b, c, F) ■ {Eg\.{b)P{t, b, Aag(c, b, «)).

Proof. (1) By (2) of Theorem 9, there exists an analytic predicate 7?(c, F, G), such

that

ß(c,F) = (FG)c.,F7?(c,F,G);

hence

(FF)c.ß(c, F) = (FF)c.(FG)c.,F7?(c, F, G) *e (FF)c.7î(c, (F)0, (F)0,

which is r.e. in 3E by (1) of Theorem 9.

(2) (b)(FF)c.,bF(b, c, F) -* {b){Ee)[{EFU[{a)[{e}{c*, b, a) ~ F(a)] &F(c, b, F)]].

The predicate in brackets is r.e. in 3E, by (1) of Theorem 9, hence by Theorem 8,

(Fg)c.(b)F(c, b, Aa{g(b)}(c*, b, a)).

Put then

g(c, b, a) ~ {g(b)}(c*, b, a).

Corollary 9.2. A predicate F(c) is hyperanalytic if and only if it can be expressed

in both forms {EF)c.R{c, F), (F)c.ß(c, F), with analytic R, Q.

Proof. Immediate from Theorems 9 and 7.
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Theorem 10. If P(c) is r.e. in 3E, then there exists a predicate Q(c, a), r.e. in 3E,

such that

/»(C) ■ («)(2(C, a).

Proof. We shall define a predicate Q(r3, r2, r, a, z), r.e. in 3E, and prove

(0 ZGA(r) = (a)(2(T3,T2,T,a,z);

from this the theorem follows by (A).

Let P(u, a, v, ß, 8) be the analytic predicate defined in the proof of Theorem 9,

let p(z) be the function of Theorem 2. By the Substitution Lemma, there exists a

predicate F^t3, t2, t, u, a, v, ß), partial recursive in 3E, such that

P(U, a, V, ß, 8) = Rx(t3, r2, T, U, a, V, ß)

for

S = Xt{p((v)x)}(r3, t2, r, t),

when 8 is completely defined. Put

Q(u, a, v, ß) = [8 is comp. defined] & Rx(t3, t2, t, u, a, v, ß),

where we are suppressing the dependence of Q on t3, t2, t. Evidently Q is r.e. in

3E. We claim

(ii)      z G N(r) -* (a)(iS)[a(0) = z & ß0 = r & (x)g(a(x+ 1), ßx + x, a(x), ßx)

-+ (Fx)[a(x) = <2, 0> V  a(x) = <1, (a(x))x}]],

(hi)    (a)OS)[a(0) = Z&ß0 = r& (x)Q(a(x+ 1), jS,^, a(x), ßx)

-> (Ex)[a(x) = <2, 0> V  «(*) = <1, (a(x))xy]] -> Z G A(r).

Now (i) follows easily from (ii) and (iii), since the predicate in brackets is clearly

the negation of a predicate r.e. in 3E.

Proof of (ii) (by induction on z g N(t)). Given a, ß such that

a(0) = Z & ß0 = r & (x)Q(a(x+ 1), ßx+x, a(x), ßx),

choose a', ß' such that

a'(x) = a(x+l), ß'x = ft, + 1.

Clearly (x)g(a'(x+ 1), ß'x + x, a'(x), ß'x). Now we verify that since g(a(l), ßx, a(0), ß0),

we must have a(l)GA(^!), i.e., a'(0)eA(^ó); hence by induction hypothesis,

(Ex)[a'(x) = (2, 0>va'(x) = <l, (a'(x))!>] which easily implies

(£x)[a(x) = <2,0>Va(x) = <1, (a(x))xy].

Proof of (iii). Assume the left-hand side of (iii). Consider the tree 3~ of all finite

sequences {(u0, ß0),..., (ux, ßx)} such that

u0 = z&.ß0 = t &(s)s<xQ(us + x, ßs+x,us, ßs).
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We prove by bar induction on 3~, that for every sequence {(u0, ß0),..., (ux, ßx)} e T,

(iv) uxeN(ßx);

in particular then z g N(t).

Basis of bar induction: This is immediate from the left-hand side of (iii).

Ind. step of bar induction: We must show that uxeN(ßx), under the ind. hyp.

that ux + xeN(ßx + x), whenever {(«„, ß0), ■ ■ ■, («*, ßx), («*+i, ßx + x)} e^ i.e.,

whenever Q(ux + X, ßx + x, ux, ßx). Here we take cases on the definition of

Q("x+1, ßx+1, ux, ßx),

and again we omit all cases save one.

Clause (4). w* = <4, w, ey. First take ux + x = w, ßx + x=ßx; as in the proof of

Theorem 9, it follows that w e N(ßx), and hence 8 = A/{p(iv)}(r3, r2, ßx, t) is com-

pletely defined. If Xt{eY(t) is not completely defined, put

a'(s) = us   if 5 ¿ x,       ß's = ßs    if s ^ x,

= 0    if s > x, ßx   if s > x,

and check that a , ß' satisfy the antecedent of the left-hand side of (iii), but not the

consequent. Hence Xt{eY(t) is completely defined, and for each t we can take

ux+i = {eY(t), ßx + i=ßx and verify that {(u0, ß0),..., (ux, ßx), (ux+x, ßx+x)} e F.

Then by ind. hyp. {e}d(r) g A(j8x), so <4, w, ey g N(ßx).

Corollary 10.1. If F(c) is r.e. in 3E, then there exists an analytic predicate

R(t, a, F), such that

F(C) = («)(F)F(C, a, F) = (a)(F)c.,aF(c, a, F).

Proof. Immediate from Theorems 9 and 10.

Remark. The second half of Kleene's Representation Theorem follows from

this corollary.

Corollary 10.2. There exists a predicate P(z, a), r.e. in 3E, such that (Ea)P(z, a)

is not r.e. in 3E.

Proof. The predicate z g A(o*, a)(4) is r.e. in 3E, by Corollary 7.1 ; we show that

(Fa)[z e A(a*, a)] cannot be r.e. in 3E.

Let F(c) be any predicate r.e. in 3E. By the theorem,

F(C) = (a)ê(c, a)

for a suitable Q, r.e. in 3E, and by (A)

(2(c, a) = s(e, x) g A(a*, a)

for a suitable e. Thus

F(c) = (Ea)[s(e, x) g A(a*, a)],

and if (Ea)[z e N(a*, a)] were r.e. in 3E, F(c) would be r.e. in 3E. Since F(c) was an

arbitrary predicate r.e. in 3E, this is absurd.
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7. An extension of the hyperanalytic hierarchy. In this section we outline briefly

the theory of predicates F(c) of the form {Ea)R{c, a), with R r.e. in 3E. We are

mostly interested in the case when c contains variables of types á 1, when this class

resembles in many ways the class of £2 number-theoretic predicates. (A hierarchy

of A2 number-theoretic predicates very similar to the hierarchy @{a*) constructed

below, is given in §16.6 of [8].)

Definition. (1) Let a be a list of objects of types 2 and 3, c a list of variables of

types ^ 3(4). Let S^{a) be the class of predicates F(c) such that for some 7?(c, a),

r.e. in a,

F(c) = {Ea)R{c, a).

Let ^(o) be the class of predicates F(c) such that F(c) e Sf{a), let

®{a) = Sf{a) n 0>{a).

A set or function is in ¿f{a), £?{a) or @{a) if its representing predicate is in

£f{a), 0>{a) or S(o) respectively.

(2) z e S{a) = {Ea)[z e N{a, a)].

(3) For z e S{a), put

¡z||« = \\z\\(a) = infinum {\z\a-a : z e N{a, a)}.

Put

A(a) = supremum {||z||a : ze 5(a)}.

In the list of results (i)-(x) below we follow the conventions of (4), so that in

particular a* = 3E, a.

(i) £f{a*) is closed under the operations &, V , (Fx), (x), (Fa).

(ii) S){a*) is closed under the operations &, V, —i, (Fx), (x), (Fa), (a) and contains

all predicates r.e. in a*.

Proof. By Theorem 10.

(iii) The predicate z £ S{a, x) is complete for predicates P{x, x )in ¿f{a). I.e., for

each P{x, x) in ¿f{a), there exists a primitive recursive g(x) so that

P{x, x) = g(x) £ S{a, x).

Proof. By (A).

(iv) £f{a*) does not contain the predicate z £ S{a*, x), and hence ¿^{a*) is not

closed under the operations —¡, (a).

Proof. Assume that £f{a*) contains the predicate z £ S{a*, x). Then Sf{a*)

= S(a*), so by (iii) 3>{a.*) has a complete predicate. However the closure properties

(ii) easily imply that 3>{a*) cannot have a complete predicate.

By (ii) and Corollary 7.1, the predicate z £ A'(a*, a) is in ¿f{a*); if Sf{a*) were

closed under (a), then the predicate {a)[z $ N{a*, a)] = z $ S{a*) would be in

¿f{a*), contradicting the first part of (iv).
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(v) Let b be a list of objects of types 2 and 3, let a = a1;..., ak, ß = j8l5..., ßf be

two lists of function variables^). There exist predicates L{k, j, z, a, w, ß) and

M{k,j, z, a, w, ß) in £f{b*), such that if z e S{b*, a), then

\\w\\{b*, ß) g ||z||(b*, a) = L{k,j, z, a, w, ß),

-n(|w||(6*, ß) è \\z\\{b*, a)) = M(fc,¿, z, a, w, ß).

(7.e., /«e initial segment of ordinals ||vf||(b*, ß) which are ^ |z||(b*, a) is in 3>(b*, a),

uniformly for z e S{b*, a).)

Proof. If z e S{b*, a), then the following equivalences hold:

\\w\\{b*,ß)i |z||(b*,a)

= (Fy)[H>EÄ'(b*,ß,y)&(SH[|z|(b*,a,S) < \w\{b*, a, y)]].

-.tlkll(6*.P)^ lkll(6*.«)l
■ (F3)[z E 7V(b*. ß, S) & {y)-,[\w\{b*, ß, y) < |z|(b*, a, 8)]].

Lemma 3 and Corollary 7.4 imply that in each case the predicate in brackets on the

right is r.e. in 6*, so the right-hand side is in S{b*).

(vi) {Boundedness.) Let F (a, x) be in <^(a*), let g(x) be a function in Q>{a*) such

that

(1) F(a, x) s g(x) e S{a*, a).

Then F(o, x) is in Si{a*) if and only if

(2) supremum {||g(x)||(a*, a) : F(a, x)} < A(a*).

The proof is similar to that of Lemma 5, using (v) instead of Lemma 3.

(vii) For each z e S{a*), put

Sz{u,a, v,ß) m \\v\\(a*,ß) S \\z\\(a*) & \\u\\{a*,a) ï \\v\\{a*, ß).

Then

(1) Each S2 is in £¿{a*), uniformly for z e S{a*).

(2) If \\z\r=\\w\\«\ then Sz = Sw.
(3) If \\z\\a'< || wIa*, then S2 is recursive in Sw.

(4) 7/F(a, x) ii /'« 2{a*), then F(a, x) is recursive in some S2.

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4, using (vi) instead of Lemma 5.

(viii) {Choice.) Let P{x,y) be in ¿f{a*), assume that {x){Ey)P{x, y); then there

exists a function g(x) in S){a*) such that (x)F(x, g(x)).

Proof. Using (iii), choose a primitive recursive f(x, y) such that

P{x,y) = f{x,y)eS{a*),

and put

g{x)=y = f{x,y)eS{a*)

&(M)[||f(x,M)||»* ^ ||f(x,j;)||<>-^[||f(x,M)||<'* = \\f{x,y)\\<'&y á u]].

Now (v) easily implies that g{x)=y is in ¿f{a*); since g(x)^j> = (Fz)[z#_>>&g(x) = z],

the predicate g(x) = >> (and hence the function g(x)) is in 2{a*).
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(ix) For each a, {\\z\\a : z g S(a)} is a countable set of ordinals; let </i be the unique

order-preserving function which maps {\\z\\a : z e S(a)} onto an initial segment of the

countable ordinals. Put

(1) |z|S-«|z||«)(zeS(a));

(2) ojI = supremum (||z||? : zeS(a)};

(3) a countable ordinal r¡ is a 2¡(<x)-ordinal if there exists a predicate in 3>(a) which

is a well-ordering with order-type r¡. Then m2' is the supremum of all 3s(a*)-ordinals.

Proof. That each ||z||g* is a ^(a*)-ordinal is easily proved from (v) by the method

of proof of the first part of Theorem 5.

We prove that w2' is not a ^(a*)-ordinal by contradiction; assume that Q(x, y)

is in &(a*) and defines a well-ordering with field D and order-type wf. Put

F(x, z) = [x $ D & z = 0]

V [x g D & z g S(a*) & (Ea) [a maps the initial segment of the

ordering defined by Q up to and including x into

{w : \\w\\a' = ||z||a*} in an order-preserving fashion]].

It is easy to verify that F(x, z) is in £f(a*), and clearly (x)(Ez)P(x, z); thus by (viii)

there is a g(x) in 3>(a*), so that (x)F(x, g(x)). Hence

zeS(a*) = (Ex)[xe D & ||z||<>* = ||g(x)||a*]

which implies that z g S(a*) is in 2(a*), contradicting (iv).

(x) Put

z g S2(a*) = ze S(a*) & (w)[||w||a" < \\z\\a' -». S2 is not

hyperanalytic in SJ & (w)[||w||n* = ||z||a*->z ^ w].

Then the predicate z e S2(a*) is in ^(a*) and the set of ordinals {||z||g* : z g ^(a*)}

has order-type a>§*.

Proof. To prove the first assertion we simply verify that the predicate "F is

hyperanalytic in G " is r.e. in 3E, and hence in &(a*). The second assertion is proved

by the method used in (ix).

8. Comments on results for types other than 3. Suppose that we alter our basic

Definition 1 by deleting clauses (5) and (6). It can be verified that the set of functions

fl(t) (z g N(t)) coincides then with the set of functions recursive in t2, t. In fact all

the subsequent theorems of this paper hold with this modification, and the proofs

are somewhat simpler, since there are two fewer cases to worry about. However we

obtain nothing in this way (other than the basic characterization) which is not

either explicit or implicit in Gandy's [2] and Shoenfield's [9]. (We do think though

that our methods are simpler.)

On the other hand one may attempt to extend Definition 1 by adding clauses like

(5) and (6) which introduce objects of types > 3. We believe that in this way one can

obtain natural hierarchies for the hyper-(order-r) predicates with variables of types

<r (RFII 11.26) for each r, but we have not carried out the relevant computations.
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